The 
Introduction
The rapid development of network socialization has led to the emergence of different services and functions provided by many multimedia social networks (MSNs). These MSNs offer network tools, services, and applications for multimedia content (e.g., words, images, or videos) that can be shared among users in the same group or between different groups within social networks. Currently, the more prevalent local and international MSNs are Youtube, GoogleVideo, Tudou and Youku, among others. Given that these networks offer direct, rapid, and flexible transmissions of audio-video digital content, they have facilitated the sharing of digital multimedia content between users. However, due to the convenience of information exchange and information interaction provided by open multimedia network environments, and the harmless reproduction and easy distribution of digital content, valuable digital content protected by copyrights have also been shared and spread randomly within these networks. Therefore, issues on digital rights management (DRM) have become more prominent in recent years.
Existing digital content security and copyright protection [1] research is centered on cryptology protection and access control [2, 3] based on the goal of secure sharing of digital contents (rights). However, these technologies have failed to meet the requirements of MSN, hence paving the way toward a new scenario. The MSN is characterized by a small world, so it has large promoting action on spreading multimedia contents/rights. Moreover, user relationship is characterized by rapid transitivity, dynamics, and strengthening of weak ties; thus, it immeasurably extends the range of multimedia contents/rights in the network. With explosive growth of user scale and content sharing behavior in this network, controlling content dissemination has become more difficult. Direct or indirect relationships exist between users in any MSN. The direct relation can be observed; whereas the indirect relation cannot be observed easily because it is relatively concealed. Therefore, finding the implicit propagation path (concealed or potential) between users has become another aspect of DRM research in the context of MSNs. Based on the structural property of MSN, this paper adopts the binary relation rough method in rough set to explain the rough path or potential propagation path existing between users. This paper identifies a believable potential path by combining its trust computation.
Related Literature

Social networks
A social network is a relatively stable relational network established by special groups based on a certain relationship. These groups can be among individuals, organizations, enterprises, or even countries. Moreover, relationships in the network can be established by real life acquaintances (e.g., friends, classmates, colleagues, or business partners) or strangers but those who share common bonds (e.g., friend recommendation or having common interests). Based on the establishment of certain relationships in a social network, users can have real-time information exchange and resource sharing with one another. To formally study the characteristics of a social network, scholars model it as a diagram based on the relationship between people. In a social network, each user is regarded as one point in the diagram and the relationship between users is represented by the edge. The strength of the degree of relation between individuals is very important for content sharing and spreading in social networks. Therefore, the link relationship network between users in a social network is expressed as:
( , , )
G V E   , where V refers to congregation of all users, E refers to congregation of edges between user nodes in the network, and  refers to weight information between users.
Apart from its other properties, such as higher aggregation and being scale-free and a "small world," a social network has another important property, namely, community structure [4] . Community structure is an inherent basic structure of a social network, which reflects the distribution of users, node source, and other inherent properties. Furthermore, a social network consists of several locally dense "communities." Each community represents an actual social organization formed on the basis of social relationship or interest. In a community, members communicate more closely. Similarly, the topology of a social network shows that members also connect closely within the group. Hence, a more obvious partition exists between them and other nodes outside the community. Fig. 1 shows a simple social network structure map formed by three communities. Accordingly, one community is composed of a series of nodes. The connection between nodes in each community is relatively close, but that between communities is very loose. Hence, the connection between nodes in the same community is very strong, whereas that between communities, specifically those between two nodes in different communities are relatively weak. Granovetter [5] proposes the concept of "strength of weak link," and uncovered the different roles played by strong and weak relationships in the information spread process. He believes that information spread by strong relation might be limited to a smaller range, and does not have large value for users in the community. Meanwhile, relative to strong relation, a weak relation tends to transfer non-recurring information between different communities. Therefore, more alternation and information spread are performed between communities through weak relations, hence making it an "information bridge." 
DRM study of a social network
In recent years, scholars here and abroad have carried out extensive studies on DRM issues in the social network platform. Wang et al. [6] report that traditional access control is conducted in data management system; however, it is unsuitable for collaborative open social network scenarios. They propose a kind of trust-based access control (TBAC) framework, and compared with other traditional methods, the TBAC framework can provide secret protection to support higher complex relations. As for content access control in MSNs, Sachan et al. [7] propose a fine-grained multimedia access control model based on bit-vector transform, which verifies the safety and storage and enforcement efficiency through mathematics and simulation analysis. Barbara et al. [8] emphasize that the reinforced social network access control system is the key factor in solving safety and privacy issues in online social networks. To resolve current limitations, the generated data have been adopted to assume a test social network. This test network is used to verify the effectiveness of the proposed previously semantic reasoning method. And introduce an expandable fine-grained access control model based on semantic web online social networks. This model consists of authorization, management and filter, and uses OWL (Web Ontology Language) and SWRL (Semantic Web Rule Language). Lian et al. [9] introduce content distribution and copyright verification system based on media index and watermarking technology in connection with copyright protection of media content in MSNs and the illegal distribution of media content over the Internet. This system has been proven to be robust. Chung et al. [10] also propose a new video matching algorithm in connection with copyright protection of video content in YouTube and other MSNs; they also designed an intelligent copyright protection system based on this algorithm. Accordingly, their proposed algorithm can effectively perform video matching. Moreover, their system can be used in copyright protection within video sharing networks.
Therefore, the most common research methods in the copyright issue of digital content in social network scenarios are based on access control and digital watermarking. However, the current paper explores this issue from a new perspective, that is, to seek the potential spread path in social network.
Discovery of Potential Paths in MSNs based on the Rough Set
The topological structure of real social networks shows community structural characteristics, in which a network consists of several communities. The nodes within a community are very closely connected. In comparison, connections between communities are very loose. Therefore, the potential relationships and paths between different users can be identified through the weaker connections between communities using the binary relation rough method in the rough set.
Rough set
The rough set (RS) theory was first proposed in 1982 by Zdzisław Pawlak, a Polish scientist. Based on set theory, RS is a mathematical tool for processing incomplete information. Using the RS theory, we can find implicit knowledge and uncover the potential law. Partial definitions of the rough set related to this paper are given below.
Definition 1 (Approximation Space) [11] Here, U indicates a non-empty finite set composed of objects of study, called discourse domains. R U U   is the aggregation of equivalence relations to U , and ( , ) M U R  is the approximation space. If S U U   is a binary relation to U different from R , where S is common binary relation, fuzzy relation, compatible relation, partial order relation, and so on, then S is a binary relation in approximation space
Definition 2 (Indiscernibility relation) [11] Equivalence relation R divides U into a series of discontinuous subsets represented by 
Formal description of potential paths in MSNs
The MSN is a dynamic network. With numerous changes over time, new entities and links have continuously joined these MSNs, while the old ones disappear. This paper provides a snapshot of a certain period in the growth of MSNs. First, we divide MSNs based on community structure, namely, the different communities where the users are located (equivalence relation), and provide a formal description of the potential paths in MSNs using the binary relation rough method in the rough set.
Definition 3 (Approximation social network space) In MSNs, domain V is set to users in all nodes within the network, and V is divided based on different communities (equivalence relation R ) to form an approximate MSN space ( , )
is called community equivalence class in approximate MSNs. Nodes in the same community equivalence class have an equivalence relation. The connected edge of any nodes in the same community is called equivalent edge.
Definition 4 (Rough Relation) In an approximate MSN space, ( , )
is the division of V on R , and S is the direct binary relation different from R . As for any two community equivalence classes
 is named as rough relation of S in an approximate MSN space
The weak connection edge formed by relation S for connecting different communities is called the bridge edge, and the two endpoints forming a bridge edge are called bridge nodes.
Definition 5 ( * S path) In an approximate MSN space, ( , )
is the direct binary relation different from R . * S is the rough relation of S . If
Definition 6 (Potential path) In an approximate MSN space ( , )
, , ,
is called the potential path on S from a to b . The ordered pair in the potential path is called the rough edge (notes that each ordered pair in potential path ( 1) ,
( 1 ,2, , )
, 
 . Definitions 5 and 6 are based on finding potential paths existing in the figure, that 
Trust Measurement of the Potential Paths
The rough set method has been used to describe the potential path in MSNs in the preceding section. However, many potential paths can be found in large-scale and complex MSNs. Higher time complexity is needed for searching all potential paths, and the probability of potential path can be reduced gradually with the increase of path length. Hence, a measurement standard should be established for the potential paths. The MSN, an individual relational network, is established based on interpersonal relationships among users. Network users share and spread digital content based on a certain trusting relationship. This trusting relationship between users is an important factor that influences the spreading and sharing of digital content. Therefore, we can find credible potential paths by calculating the trust value of these potential paths. One direct idea is to set a path trust threshold. Here, we seek a potential path starting from the initial node and then calculate the trust value in this path. The obtained trust value is then compared with the set path trust threshold. If the trust value in the potential path is more than or equal to this threshold, it is considered a credible, potential path.
Trust of Rough-edge
This paper aims to find the potential path between communities in an MSN. Definitions 4 indicate that, rough relation is obtained by reasoning equivalence relation and weak relation (bridge relation) between communities. Therefore, to obtain the rough-edge trust, we first determined the equivalentedge and bridge-edge trust value between communities.
(1) Equivalent-edge Direct Trust (EDT) In an MSN, all users in the same community have equivalent relations. They have direct digital content sharing and spreading history, and the trust relationship among users in the community is a direct trust relationship. The EDT in a community is the direct trust between two nodes of connected equivalent edges in that community. In this case, V and U are two users in the same community, and u v EDT demonstrates the direct trust value from V to U (Fig. 3) . In MSNs, a weak connected edge within the connecting community is called a bridge-edge. Bridgeedge direct trust (BDT) is the direct trust between two users with a weak connected edge. V and U are two users with a direct, weak relation in different communities (Fig. 4) . Here, The BDT relation refers to the direct trust relation in a weak relation edge between communities. These bridge-edge users also have the same direct digital content sharing history. The BDT calculation between communities is same to EDT calculation in any community. The BDT calculation and EDT calculation can accord to a trust model for MSN in the literature [12] .
The definitions of rough relationship indicate that the rough-edge is obtained from reasoning equivalent-edge and bridge-edge. That is, rough-edge trust (RT) can be obtained by integrating equivalent-and bridge-edge trust. Further, RT calculation can be divided into two situations detailed below.
(1) Degree I rough relation: A certain node has an indirect and uncertain relation with a certain node in another community by equivalence and bridge relation. This kind of rough relation is called Degree I rough relation. In Fig. 5 , W has Degree I rough relation with U, and the calculation of trust value is shown in Equation (7) as follows:
(2) Degree II rough relation: A certain node has an indirect and uncertain relation with a certain node in another community by Degree I rough relation and equivalent relation. This kind of rough relation is called Degree II rough relation. In Fig. 5 , W has Degree II rough relation with Z, and the calculation of trust value is shown in Equation (8) 
